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Jean Kalwa

The Governors State University
theatre was packed to capacity. People
were piled in the bleachers, people were
seated in rows upon rows leading to the
stage, people were crammed ag~t
the walls, and people were standing in
the entrance ways. All came to hear
and see " the greatest living genius in
the world of technology" : Buckminster
Fuller.
As he came out on stage many of us
were amazed to see such a petite person
who, in our vivid imaginations, loomed
larger than life size. This superb
genius, inventor of five patents
including the Floating Breakwater and
the Geodesic Dome and author of a
book which took forty-seven years to

compile, was speaking to us in person,
here at GSU.
And Bucky spoke. He spoke of his
apparently accidental innovations with
triangles. lt seemed that as a child of
four be could only see blurs as a result
of a cross-eye condition. While
attending kindergarten, one day, his
teacher asked all of the children to use
toothpicks available for this ?~e
and construct designs, buildings,
whatever, with them. Bucky, seeing
only blurs, ~k:new that toothpicks co~d
not stand alone or in pairs and sustam
any weight, so he began ~ ex~rime~t
with triangles. Bucky is still domg th1s
today.
Mr. Fuller spoke of the problems

mathematicians have with math and
talked about "transcendentalirrational
numbers." He spoke of the problems
scientiests have with biology and
reflected, " I don't think nature has a
problem with biology ... "
And then, somewhere, be lost me. I
who am about to receive a diploma in
the field of Behavioral Studies, became
completely confused in my meager
attempts to understand the scientific
language of this marvelous person. A
person who never even completed the
first year of his college education, but
one whose brillance I may never come
close to perceiving and of conceptu~lizing.

Goldberg PraiSes Achievements
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Write SOIIIething
today

MDA needs volunteers

DEDICATION FESTIVITIES continued full blast last week with an
address May I by former UN ambassador and U.S . Supreme Court
Justice Arthur J . Goldberg.
Tn his lecture. Goldberg paid tribute
to GSU's innovative policies and
programs and made special note of the
North Central accreditation, saying '.'It
is a notable achievement, coming as it
does in four short years of operations."
Justice Goldberg zeroed in on the
responsibilities of institutions of higher
learning to produce an informed,
rational and intelligent electorate. He
quoted Jefferson who once said thal
freedom and ignorance are mutually
incompatible.
He observed that twelve years is no
longer sufficient to train and inform our
citizens, and he made a strong appeal
for a non-elitist approach to higher
education. Justice Goldberg said that
GSU and other senior-level universities
realize the need for widespread
education after high school for all- not
only the arnuent but also those of low
income; not only students of the
majority but also of minorities; not

More than 50 male volunteer attendantsaredesperately needed to help
care for muscular dystrophy patients
who attend the free summer camp for
dystrophic campers. Two one-week
sessions are held in Lake Villa. Tllinois .
.June lfi-21 at Camp Ravenswood and
June 22-28 al Camp Hastings.
Male attendants are needed because
pa tient s. usually confined to a
wheelchair. need much help with their
ordinary daily routine. While at camp.
additional aid is required so thai the
patient can participate in all the
camping activities. Activ ities include
swimming_ boating. fishinJr. horseback
only the young adult but the older adult
as weu.··
In expanding on his belief that the
country's educational needs require
broader support of higher education,
Goldberg said that " Education for
freedom must also be education for
equality . The person who is
tliscriminated against because of color
or religion or lack of means is not
freEl_...Education for equality must do
more than merely provide equal opportunity and provide an environment
in which students from various
backgrounds can meet It must also,
somehow, so impress students with the
values of a truly desegregated society
that they do not later remain in or withdraw into the confines of a narrow
group."
Justice Goldberg concluded that " a
free and democratic society can survive only if each and every one of its
citizens is afforded the opportunity to
be educated. This is the goal of
Governors State. It is a great goal, and
you can be proud that in this unique
university it is being greatly pursued."

rirting and camp fires. Attendants
become a constant companion and
develop lasting friendships with the
patient camper.
Male attendants must be 15 years or
· older. Room and board are provided by
the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The attendance must be a congenial
peNion who is anxious to becom~ a
rriend to a handicapped person. All
volunte ers are given orientation
sessions.
If you are interested in becoming em
attendant at the Muscular Dustrophy
Summer Camp, please call 427-GSSL

for the child in
all of us
Shirley Mullinix
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The long awa ited GSU Daycare
Center will open on Monday, May
13th. The center is experiencing
an acute lack of children to
participate in it's program. The
reasons tor this shortage are
numerous. Many students were
not aware of the exact date when
the center was scheduled to open.
Numerous opening dates have
been announced in the past, and
invariably something has always
come up to keep the center from
opening as planned. Since this is
nearly the end of the academic
year, many people with child
care needs have already made
arrangements elsewhere tor
th~,.- ~~~c;r~nl Also many
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students find the rates charged
by the center beyond the reach of
their limited budgets.
It Is feared that the center will
be getting off to a very slow start.
In fact if more children are not
signed up for the center, it is
possible that it will not be able to
continue operation th rough the
May-June session.
If you are interested in
enrolling your child In the center,
so that you can fulfill your
academic responsibilities, please
contact center director, Stephen
Heller in Student Services. The
hours that fhe center plans to be
open are from 8:00 AM to 10 PM
Monday through Friday.

n.........,
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Credo: To boldly go-where no other newspaper has gone h•fft•·•
In pursuit of h9nesty, fairness an_c!_ truth In all that we publish. ~

Feed Back:'
THE INNOVATOR received the
following response from Dean Austin
<BPS) to a letter to the editor entitled
"To Test Or Not To Test" published in
the April 28 issue. We print Dean
Austin's comments in full.
"The above-named article states:

ANNOUNCING'!

Dear Innovator,
I must write in defense of ReCreative Studies.
First, your editorial seems to have
been written a long time ago. The
racquetball court has been opened for
at least six weeks. From personal
experience, a very nice court.
Secondly, I've never had or heard any
complaints about the pool being dirty.
Granted, there were problems (again,
about two months ago) with the
chemical balance for a few days. As for
"strange creatures", I've never seen -

--
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any. I have, however, seen the pool
being vacummed a number of times.
Next, possibly the most important
point. Who you refer to as " outsiders"
others call the community, an area
that G.S.U. is trying to be responsive
to? I know for a fact that it would be
easier for the Re-Creative Studies staif
and security just not to allow anyone in
the area who doesn' t have a G.S.U. I.D.,
but if that became the case, no doubt we
would soon see an editorial in the Innovator condemning it.
Jim Murray

Day Care
Center opens

.

Standing on shaky ground

THE FACT THAT SSAC funds for the current fis~al year were prematurely
exhausted is not exactly hot news. But it's important because, among other
things, it means that no money may be available to put out the INNOVATOR for
the next two months.
It's not the purpose of this piece to assign blame for the current fiscal fiasco.
The full story would probably fill the eight pages of this issue, assuming
anybody could find out what really happened in what so far seems to be a
Gordian knot of Byzantine manipulations. What matters is that the newspaper
may be forced to stop publication. Even if the INNOVATOR is silenced for only
a short time, it would be a shameful and tragic chapter in the school's history.
In a commuter-school like GSU, there is little enough to tie us together. We all
get the feeling from time to time that we are alone and separate~ anonymous
atoms with no real connection to each other. Yet we have established a communityhere, and probably the strongest fiber in this tenuous fabric we call our
"community" is the independent, student-produced newspaper.
The INNOVATOR is the street where we live - day students, night students,
administration, faculty. It's the place where we can fight and make up, where
we can excel) and make mistakes, where we can say "I am feeling" as well as
"I am thinking."
There are a few of us who are committed to the idea of the newspaper-ascommunication, and we intend to keep publishing as long as we can. But we
peed your help - not in cash {none of us students has any money anyway), but
in commitment. We need you to help us cover the newsworthy events that take
place in the university every day. You don't need a journalism degree to report
a story. You do need a basic curiosity and a desire to get the information across
to othe.rs as cl~rly as possible. We need your photos, your cartoons and other
graphics too.
And we need your expertise. H you've bad experience in graphic arts and
print production; we need your help so that we can learn from each other.
For the INNOVATOR to truly fulfill its purpose, it must represent many
different points of view. When only a few contribute, the paper will inevitably
reflect a narrow perspective.
There are some practical advantages for individual INNOVATOR contributors. First there's no kick like seeing your own words cast in type. Thls is a
great place to perfect your writing skills, and everybody needs tha~ no ~atter
what they plan to do after graduation. Examples of your work published m the
INNOVATOR are a positive addition to anybody's resume.
Then there is the opportunity to participate in a communal effort. It's not
easy and we are all learning how, but we are learning.
On~ more thing. The INNOVATOR has always suffered from anemia brought
on by a lack of adequate funds. But there is a way to fatten up the newspaper's
bank account without spending a single additional penny from SSAC funds. The
word is advertising. In this university there are over three thousa~~ students.
Many of us are employed full-time during the day. We have families, mortgages, houses, and what's more we buy ~hings. ~~culty and staff ~embers
swell the population here to make GSU an advertlsmg demographer s dream.
Trouble is, to get advertising, you have to sell. This takes time and it takes
effort but the potential is here. We need people to help put the INNOV~'f<?R on
a stabie financi~l footing by selling advertising. We offer a 20% comrrusston on .

-•~•·' · •'"..

'I am also just as strongly opposed to
the kind of testing BPS does - which
ultimately screens out particular kinds
of students {mainly non-white
students. ) Your GRE has caught up
with you. BPS.'
"Never has a student been denied
admission to BPS on the basis of GRE
or any other test scores. It would be
difficult to deny a potential student
admission when students are not
requested to take the test (either the
Graduate Record Examination or the
Admission Test for Graduate Study in
Dusiness) until after they have been
admitted.
" It would be greaUy appreciated if
the INNOVATOR would print a
correction of the above article in an
attempt to rectify the erroneous impression given
to the
. readers."
. .
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aU ads sold. Our rates to advertisers are reasonable. What we lack is the
peoplepower to go out and sell the INNOVATOR's advantages to potential
advertisers in this area.
It's a cliche tosayweneed a band up-notahandout, but we do need the help
of every single member of this community who feels that the newspaper is a
vital part of GSU life.

Seize the time
Raphew Bab~tunda Fahm

.
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IT IS JUGH TIME the black race in
America proved her real identity and
independence. The time bas come when
the black man is called upon to prove
that he does not have to attach himself
to the apron strings of tbe white man to
earn a survival. The black man should
be alarmed by the growing bitterness
and hostility between the races in the
country. This is because the society,
predominantly white, bas laid a rigid
impression on the Negro race as the
underdog, and no matter what happens,
the Negro will not be accepted for what
he is.
To prove this independence, the
starting point should be in the schools
and colleges. First, the system of
education should be directed mainly
towards the development and
improvement of the black community.
The present situation, whereby the
successful blacks such as college
graduates and professors are made to
work more or Jess for the betterment of
the white race instead of the black race,
should be discouraged. This starting
point will give a very productive
answer to the every lacking genuine
brotherhood in the black community.
It suffices to mention that white
acceptance should no longer be hoped
for . It is well !mown that the only
acceptable aspect of black life is that
which dances to their tune. From the
happenings of today, it is clear that the
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white race would discourage the unity
of the black man. This is in

chaJJenge to the black race because it is
only through cooperation in all
directions that the black race could
really show his face and be accepted for
what he is. Black sch.ools and colleges
should recognize that there are no real
dividends for you in hate, however
justified you may be in hating. U the
black colleges and universities emulate
the white system of education
sheepishly, it would do the black ·race
no good as the set up of the American
universities is directed towards
reinforcing the American
establishment.
Independent as the Negro race might
struggle to be, total and immediate
severance from the white man would
not be wise. For example, the black

.
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Oh those nagging.
Might as well add my one and a half percent, because
there is now a mad rush of scribblers and electric
loudmouths spilling words of a new recession,
depression and inflation all over this land.
To me what is most unusual is this-poor and ·Black
folks have more to gain from the present state o(. the
American economy than, say, the "middle class".
which grows smaller as the days grow longer.
Poor people in the United State started SOJllething in
the 60's "mass movement" era which reverberates to .
this day. They began to see how they might effect and
affect their lives; through collective actions and
protest. Print and electric media made millions and
millions of dollars during that era. Due in part to
industry's natural growth spurred on by the poor
peoples' politics of the time.
Now, as the media puts hard time on people's minds,
I wonder how middle class Americans are going to act'r
I mean hard times can be defined many ways. Is it bip
to think that the nation is in trouble because of "them".
Blacks and radicals, protesting all over the place
causing the inflation? Yet, it is not hip if you think you
are a member of the middle class-when to you the
nation is in a recession causing you to feel a great
depression. All the while the "money men" are
experiencing inflation...of their pocket books and bank
accounts. Blame the Black and poor.
Mass movement politics, i.e. coalitions of poor "and
Black people and suburban sympathizers, tapered off
as the movements' leaders of the era got "taken off''
(killed or slandered by whomever, mainJy press).
Today some twenty years after the co~ said that
Black and White folks could go to school together if
they wanted to (except Governor Wallace's heroic
stance in the way). Ten years ago many of the children
of those earlier brave souls found themselves testing
the society to give them "meaningful" solutions to
problems in group inter-action. Jackson and Kent State ·
were only a small part of the solution that society
proposed.
Now the middle class is in deep trouble. The line
which has served to separate them from life's other
reality (i.e. money) when seen from a different
vantage point, seems to grow thinner and more
transpa;ent as the new percentages from the fed's roll
·
off the government press.

Blue Notes
Robert A. BhLe

sagging_percentage~
My media friends of course are readying all sorts of
flow charts and profiles on how to "whip inflation
now". No doubt, on the eight o'clock and twelve o'clock
and six o'clock and ten o'clock news they will tell the
most gullible middle-class American what.they can do
about it. As for poor folks, there is no depression for
them-there bas always been a depression. 1n fact,
many have been down (economic~lly, politically, etc. )
so long that getting " up" hasn't even crossed their
minds! They are well aware of the fact that words of
encouragement are not enough. (remember the
promise of we shall pvercome... some day)but their
struggle goes on and on.
The iniddle class family that fmds itself not bein2
able to enjoy life at another's expense will have to be
re-defined. No longer "middle class" but "crash class".
Their earning power is going down, down (latest
percentages)-which forces spending down, which
makes entertainment money go down-and the only
thing left to do is go down to any ghetto and ask. the
Black and poor f?lks bow in the bell have they been
able to "make ends meet" throughout all this mess.
As many middle class folks flocked to the ghetto's in
the 60's era of mass protest to get involved, this
journalist preceived another mass dash to "wade in ;
the water" by dissatisfied middle class Americans.
Black and poor folks all over this land: get ready to
leach 'cause here dey come and believe me, they beez's
plenty mad. Mad at themselves for abandoning the
struggle (media said it was all right) and for having to
play catch up. Mad at poor folks for continUing to point
it out.
In the year of our FORD, let us not forget-War is
peace-Freedom is slavery-Ignorance is strength!!
The new world is farther away than we all have been
"led to know". People of America get ready! The new
American drug is ... the truth!!!

International Folk Dance Concert
GSU's theater will be the scene May
18 for an International Folk Dance
Concert. The concert is jointly sponsored by Student Services, the College
of Cultural Studies and the College of
Business and Public Service.
Six countries with widely-differing
folk-dance traditions will be featured.
Soloists will be Anjani Devi who will
perform Kathak dances from India;
Balkanske Igre will perfol"m dances of
Serbia, Croatia and Greece. Darlene
Blackburn and Afro-American dancers
will show the audience dances from
Africa and Troika will perform folk
dances from Russia.
GSU students with IDs and children
under 12 will be admitted for $1. Tickets
for other members of the community
are priced at $2.50 each and are
available by mail and from the GSU
cashier. Mail orders should be sent to
International Folk Dance Concert, c/ o
Gwen Siebert, Student Services, GSU,
Park Forest South, Jllinois 60466.

Time catches up

Minutes with SSAC
continued from page 2

universities which are largely financed
by white people cannot afford to sever
completely right now. They can afford.
however, to teach their own people
what is best for their race without
necessarily having to teach violence
and hatred. They should devote their
energies and ability to raise more
graduates who will work relentlessly
for the course of black people. The
resultswill be more black hands
administering the machinery of
government, which would in turn have
no alternative than to accept and
respect black people for what they are. .
This, of course. would aetas a starting
point towards obtaining a steady
progress and general improvem~nt of
the black plight in this commuruty.

SSAC presented a double-billed event
recently at GSU. The event featured the
Ramsey Lewis group plus Dick
Gregory , comedian-turned philosopher. Tickets sold for $7.00
apiece with no exceptions for children.
The cost to SSAC for the special billing
was in the thousands. Most likely the
sales of tickets did not even cover the
cost of one ol" the celebrities fees much
less the other expenses: tickets,
refreshments, advertisements, etc.
Many of the University's prestigious
persons received complimentary
tickets.
I am concerned, both as a newly
elected SSAC person from CHLD and as
a studentwhose fees ($7 .50 each session>
pay for such events. I believe the event
was ill-timed. Students did not receive
their paychecks until the day following
the event. Many students will receive
additional monies from Financial Aids

on May 5th, but that too is post-mortem.
In addition, the fee was overpriced
for most students. As a result, the
audience for this event were people
from neighboring communiti~s.
mostly, certainly not GSU students.
Students were not offered
complimentary tickets yet it was the
students that footed the bill. Lastly, the outgoing SSAC members
are leaving an undisclosed deficit to the
newly elected members. While they did
make some purchase with students•
monies that will benefit the GSU
Community and while they were unpaid
officials that volunteered many
valuable hours of their time which went
virtually unnoticed, they still are
leaving to the new committee members
a legacy of indebtede-ness and
unpopularitY which will be hard for us
to overcome and make 'right' in the
eyes of the students.

Jean Kaiwa
THE AUDIENCE who gathered to
bear Buckminster Fuller's words of
wisdom April 30 were treated to an
extra bonus - an appearance by
master-mime John Szostek, accompanied by Ken Raabe on the lute.
The first of three numbers was tm·
titled, although it could have been
named the " Incredible Shrinking
Dome," and it was obviously created to
honor the featured guest of the evening
whose geodesic constructions appear
all over the world.
In seconds and without a word
Szostek was able to make us see him
inside the dome as he outlined its
curvatur e hand-over-hand. As his
"dome's" dimensions decreased,
Szostek finally folded himself, kneeling
center-stage as if inside a tightlycramped egg. Some of us · were
reminded that it has been the in~ ventions of men like Fuller during this
century which have shrunk our horizons
and' that it reminas to be seen whether · - this phonemenon will suffooate or- -· ·
expand us.
The other two numbers, titled "Tlie ~
Egg" and " Peaches" also demonstrated the special combination of
pathos and humor which marks
Szostek's mime.

.-age4

reports from Arcosanti's site
..Blue
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
EDI:ORS' NOTE: On February 26, a
contmgent of GSUers, under the leadership of Hugh Rank, University
Professor of Literature (CS), left foc
Scottsdale Arizona to spend Ute March/April session at Arcosanti.

Robert Blue
ABOUT SIX MONTHS after I beard
about Paolo Soleri and Arcology, I
found myself in a car driving to Arizona
and Arcosanti: "the city in the image of
man." And for this moment, the man is
Paolo Soleri. I went as a journalist
covering a story. My background
includes studies in cybernetics and
s.Ystems thinking.! . which I hoped to
apply to a story of this type. ~
For anyone as much in the dark as I
was first about Arcosanti, just think of
two words- Architecture and Ecology.
To Soleri, cities as they now exist
contribute substantially to the chaos
and confusion that characterizes
modem industrial centers all over the
world. He sees them as haphazard
consequences of "grid-system" design
that spread out horizontally destroyiog
vital ecological systems as they
expand.
To arrest this decaying process,
Soleri proposes that the cities of the
future be " miniaturized " or
compacted. To do so, we should build
solids rather than veneers. We must
flee from a flat cityscape that
debilitates and suppresses the
individual. Soleri's intention is simply
the transformation of today's cities and
the obliteration of the alienation we
feel. not only from other classes, but
from our own families and friends.
Born in Turin, Italy, Paolo Soleri
received his doctoral degree in
a rchi tee lure from the TurinPolytechnicaJ Institute. For 18 months
he worked for Frank Lloyd Wright at
Taliesin West in Scottsdale, Arizona.
He left in 1949 and formed the Cosanti
Foundation in Paradise Valley ,
Arizona.
Arcosanti, in central Arizona, is the
structure now in progress which
incorporates his arcological concepts.
Following is my log of day-to-day
impressions during my stay at
Arcosanti of where it is today and some
of the people who are making it happen.
I hope to reflect the ways in which this
place, this man, these people are living
and working to build a city in "the
image of man."
The fact that I am said to be one of
only three- or four other blacks who
ha'!e come to Arcosanti to work and
study mig_ht be misleading without
further elaboration. The racial
composition of Arcosanti was not the
only variable or object of my study of
its workability.
Arcosanti, in its beginnings over lour
years ago, attracted people from all
over the world. This was no Jess true in
the wor~shop I attended. There were
Germans, Italians, Japanese, all
representing and contributing to a
" multi-racial/ ethnic" population. One
of the things that I wanted to study at
Arcosanti was the wiJJingness of the
community to expand and grow.
When asked who would be Jiving in
the Arcology, Soleri said, "White and
middle--class Americans."! ! One can
imagine how a well-meaning black
fellow like myself might interpret such
a swift and pointed reply. But consider
the implications of what Soleri is saying
as he elaborates, "The poor of
America have been experimented
upon too much already and for too long.
Besides this fact, they don't have the
predisposition or finances necessary to
the present success of Arcosanti."
Success in the past and present has
meant money!
Paolo Soleri is a highly complex
individual. His concepts of what is
wrong with man and America have
bee.n made known through his collected
essays, Matter Becoming Spirit,
(CIA3 }

(Anchor Books, 1973). Dramatically
presented in another Soleri book, The
City in the Image or Man (M.I.T. Press,
1969), are sketches and isometric
drawings of other Arcologies. Some are
designed to handle populations of 25,000
or more. The Arcosanti we are building
will have a population of 3,000.
Approximately half of this community
will be permanent residents. The
remainder will be transient workshop
participants and priva te citizens.

March 4, 1975. This is the first
working day at the actual construction
site near Cordes Junction. My traveling
companion and I set out immediately as
instructed to find an empty cube where
we will live during our stay. The base
camp is called " cube city," and the
cubes are constructed of 12 by 12-foot
concrete slabs with plywood bunks and
at least one window. The bunks arE'
made sleepworthy only when you use
the foam rubber mat supplied by the
Foundation.
Most of the other 25 or so new
workshoppers have also arrived from
Scottsdale. All of us gather in the
Octagon Building - the camp meeting
place- to get oriented and acquainted.
The construction supervisor, a nervous
and hyperactive fellow named Roger,
conducts the session. He runs down the
list of Arcosanti Do's and Don'ts. We
are to get up at the first bell at 7 AM
prepare for the morning's meeting, and
have breakfast between 7:30 and 8 AM.
After orientation, we tour the area
surrounding the construction site and
are shown a map iJJustrating the
construction begun and completed.
Tomorrow we will tour the actual
buildings. Some of us spend part of our
time building a stone walkway from the
top of the mesa to the road leading to
" cube city", the base--camp at the foot
of the mesa. Picks and shovels make
the rocks fly in all directions.
As evening approaches, we return to
Members of the expedition include
base camp for dinner-sausage and
Robert Blue, Editor-in-Chief of the IN NOVA TOR.
fresh-baked bread, salad and steamed
green peppers. The.n we set to work Bottles are placed in separate
cleaning tip the cubicles which are to be containers by color. Paolo Soleri
home for the next six weeks.
str:ss~ the need for all to develop and
On the bulletin board in the Octa- mamtam a sense of frugality ... even to
gon Building is a sheet of work the extent of crushing and then
assig~ents. Quite a variety .
retaining cigarette filters to be
'Recycling gets a lot of attention. Paper deposited later in their proper place.
is recycled. Metals of all kinds are
The kitchen is staffed by two cooks
sorted. Bottles and left-over food are and a baker who prepare snacks every r,
separated, and the food is buried to morning for the group at the ?,
make compost f~r organic gardening. instruction, rap and sometime-poetry ~

2!lJOfl'f9P: t~J"isi.')
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John Flower CCS)

Mark

~ayne

sessions.
Assignments are rotated by the camp
director to make sure everybody gets a
chance at the less-appealing tasks. The
work schedule is arranged by the type
of work needed. lt is delegated at the
construction site according to the
preference of the worker. Everybody
has the opportu.nity to do the kind oi
~ "" '. • r•\\ ·\'• ..... .,••••:\• ··\,• •• work
they're most
interested 1'n·
\}....~ .. · ·l•'··~
t .....t_l_..
,
-.
( CS)'* J~.u..·.·~•l:UJ.~.·~I.... t:.' .. r·."':~~::·:: • ~.::.. ~,; '-'· t~:oa Vaulta, begun in 1971 and
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"alternative utopian community," and
we will study utopian literature.
On this second day in Arcosanti, my
feelings are mixed in the sense that I
have yet to feel that I can relax and
relate CGSU style) to this first
Arcology. At the morning meeting, we
were exposed to an in-{fepth look at
blueprints for the current and on-going
construction needs. We also met the
''regulars.," the full-time staff of
architects, urban planners, engineers
heavy crane operators and artists. As
we gathered around the fireplace in the
Octagon, everyone began to tell of those
areas in which we had prior expertise.
For me, it's welding. However, since
there isn't much welding needed at the
moment, it was suggested I help a
fellow due to arrive at the site soon who
is working on a newsletter. I must
admit I'm relieved. For six years I was
a welder and for three I have been a

practicing journalist, and I much
prefer the latte.r occupation!
Much later on that day: Addressing _

the group on the hill, Soleri took on a
Sermon-on-the-Mount appearance as be
invited and responded to queries and
comments.
My two-day impression is this. What
will it take to do this Arcosanti thing?
Soleri is persuasive and personable. I
think I like the man at this point. I aon•t
know if it is because of the dream he
has or the ways in which be is
attempting to deal with his dream. He
is strong in his convictions and
obviously determined not to be turned
around. A certain magnetism seems to
pervade his spirit as he transforms
thought to reality out of rock and earth.
He commands by a simple snap of the
fingers .
To be continued next issue.

Thomas Morey <CS>
completed in the spring of '72 was the
first structure built on the mesa and
now shelters the wood and metal shops.
A second vault is going up eight feet
north of the first and can be considered
the first element of the main structure
as loads from the bases of two large
apses bear on its footin.gs. Dimensions
and procedures will be nearly identical
to that of the first vault, as are the
colors and designs used on the panels. A
steel beam will take the place of the
poured keystone in the vault. 22 of the 28
panels have been cast since 1974 and it
should be completed late this year. The
second vault will provide additional
sheltered work space. Eventually,
these vaults will define a main corridor
of entry into Arcosanti with a bridge
between them linking the bases of the
two apses.
March 5, 1975. Last night I decided
not to stay in the cube with my new
roommate who comes from
Bellingham, Washington, even though
he and I had already developed a good
rapport. My traveling companion had
found an old abandoned tent on the
north bank of the river that flows east to

.,

west behind the camp. He invited me
over to see it, and I decided to move in
with him and another member of the
GaZoo troupe. The three of us cleaned
up the tent, empty for two years, to
make it habitable. We patched small
holes and re-tied the supports on the
still-usable canvas. However, we didn't
try to rid this weather-beaten but still
noble resort in the wilds of the variety
of insects living there before us. We
gathered dead leaves, small twigs and
large logs for a fire. I dug a hole in the
ground as a wind-break. We sat around
the nice blaze and stared at the warm
flames until we were lost in our
r~ections of the day. Later we were
joined by some more of the GSU group
who had set up another camp not far
from us.
A fellow gamed Don, from New
Hampshire, came by with some wine
and cheese to toast the move-in. He too
set up camp on the north bank of the
river.
Professor Rank began to act like a
teacher. He gave out an assignment to
the "class" which is to log our
_i_mpressions of Arcosanti as an

.

Professor Hugh Rank
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GSU Professor
Charges English
Language Racist

;-

Ramsey Lewis' appearance at
Governors State University is
history now <April, 1975 ,
Dedication Week>.
The occasion might have
otherwise come off as simply
paying homage to tradition with
Ramsey providing the entertainment. except for the fact
that it was the unfolding of
another dimension of Ramsey.
The group bas essentially
consisted or piano, bass and
drums, Tqe Ramsey Lewis Trio.
Red Holt Cdrums), L.D. Young
(bass), and of course Ramsey at
the keyboard . A few y.ears back
folk were pattin' their feet and
clappin' their hands all over the
place as the ln Crowd and Hang
On Sloopy climbed the record
charts. Then there was Maiden
Voyage, a favorite of mine and
certainly a classic in its own
right.
Ther e is no doubt of the contribution th~ Trio bas made to the
con temporary music scene.
Some might argue that it was
Ramsey at his best. Those
perhaps more critical may attach
a certain amount of commercial ism to his mus ic.
Nevertheless, tribal differences

aside, one would have to agree
that it was merely a glimpse of
the Ramsey Lewis Trio. They are
a quintet now. five hard hittin'
musicians, and 'the union came
about here at GSU.
The circumstances surround·
ing Ramsey's appearance here
is that he was scheduled to
perform in the gym. where it
seemed no real consideration was
given to sound control. Ramsey
found the acoustics in the gym
unsatisfactory. He was looking
for a more subdued atmosphere,
one conducive to the cosmic
imagery projected through his
sounds.
Rig ht on for who e ver
suggested the drama auditor ium.
Ramsey found it ideal for the
night club atmosphere he is used
to playing to. It's more of a warm
a nd private thing and one where
listening and musical fulfillment
ar e the only compulsions.
Ra msey, with his new group
got down with uncommon intimacy. From my perspective it
wa s most definately a unique and
lasting marriage, one built on the
love of a musician for his music.

PARK FOREST SOUTH, ill. The English language is racist,
says an article by a Governors
State University professor, to
appear in·a new book.
''Inter c u I t u r a I
Communication: A Reader" will
reprint from "The Black
Scholar" an article on "The
Racist Use of the English
Language," in which David R.
Burgest wrote on the interrelationship between culture and
language:
" .... the White American
culture is racist <pro-white anti-black). Documentation of
racism in the American culture ·
has been covered by too many
federal documents, sociologists
and social scientists' research
and through popular literature to
attempt to cover that in this
publication. Since language is a
primary transmitter of culture;
t h e English langu a ge is
therefore, racist."
·

Dr. Burgest also said:
"European-oriented and
controlled education and mass
media are two of the major institutional enemies of African
people. Both are carriers of antihumanism, racism and death.
The magnitude of their
destruction of black human
potential is inestimable. It is no
accident that one of the first
priorities of any politically aware
nation is to control its educational
institutions and its mass media.
H any peopie does not have
control over these two institutions, it will always be the
victim of the oppressor's
propaganda and thereby controlled. We as people must use a
language of humanism in
reference to each other. We must
maintain a constant vigilance
over the kinds of oral, visual and
aural forms we need to survive
a nd conquer the onslaught of
European a nti-huma nism and

Innovator welcomes
your poetry, prose,
fiction, news stories,
features, photographs,
what-have-you.
So

propaganda."
Dr. B u r gest , university
professor of social work in the
College of Human Learning and
Development at Governors state
University, is completing a paper
on eastern and western
philosophical and ideological
world views as related to the
dynamics of the assumptions of
white supremacy and black
oppression.
His dissertation, " Language.
Culture and White Supremacy,"
when at Syracuse University
served as the foundation for
much of his research in the area
of language, racism and culture.

bring them ·

down to
our

office.
call us,

write us or
flag us down

Bighi ill·'Dar
u.-~~

BaaMgard·
Did you know ... that 30 minutes away from GSU. exists one of the
most famous restaurants a nd buildings in thec_!luntry? It's the

YesterdaY.
The YESTEil.YEAR was built and designed by the great FRANK
LLOYD WRIGHT, circa 1900. It's structure, creativity and
warmness is simply MAGNIFICENT ... and in lbis fascinating
building is a restaurant of unusual dimension and menu ... Hickory
smoked ham served wilb spiced cherry sauce .. veal sauteed in a
rare wine sauce ... Escargots de'Alsace inspired by LaTrite's ln
Paris ... entrees of squash souffle, creamed celery, cabbage and
green peas with pearl onions ... chocolate-rum charlotte russes a"d
many other exciting and delicious menutees.
YESTERYEAR has a limited number of guest rooms for visitors
who plan.to spend the night. A delightful arcade of gift shops lies
across the courtyard for your browsing pleasure.
DQ PLAN on visiting and dining atthe YESTERYEAR. and oh yes,

don't forget to bring your camera.

·

YESTERYEAR. on lbe river, Kankakee, IDinois. Dinner is ser ved
from 3 to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday. Sunday a nd holidays
the dining room is opened from noon to 7 p.~. Reser vations are
recommended. Telephone <(815) 939.3131.

ici- (/)ieyo!? a!Jo Ofifi~'«4inf/ wilh t!llantl)e11 flJf/uflt(j
.. /nfl {anti/in~ an/idoea
ltetned rJ flJ J/t audience on
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THE WOMAN VICE PRESIDENT of academic affairs at Governors State
University was among nine alumni to receive a n achievement award from
Western Illinois University Alumni association.
Mary P. Endres, '43 at an alumni banquet was given a plaque "in recognition
of significannervice in advancing human welfare; for outstanding success in
professional and vocational endeavors; for leadership in civic and community
activites, and for honorable representation of Western."
Dr. Endres was selected as the "top professor" by the students at Purdue
University in 1970.
With almost 40 years' professional experience in teaching, administration,
and community service, she came to Governors State University in 1972 from
Purdue, where she was assistant head of the department in charge of com:
munity programs, department of child development and family life.
At Purdue for 17 years, Dr. Endres was also direcfor of the Purdue
Educational Research center. and, as chairwoman of the division of elementary education. established Purdue's first elementary teacher training
program .

JENNIE ROBINSON and MARY ENDRES
Pict~red at left have a lot to be
happy ab01U See their stories
above alii below left. GSUPIIoto.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GSU NEWSMAKERS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
More than 40 years ago, Jennie Robinson became a school drop-out.
Although forced to trade a classroom for the Mississippi onion fields,
she resolved to return one day ii it was in her power. And return she
did, many years later, to complete her education.
J ennie will graduate this June from Governors State University
after 16 years of Jull-time work and part-time study that accomplished
the fulfillment of her dream. In recognition of her unusual
. achievements, Mrs. Robinson will be awarded the Order of Lin coln, a
medal of merit for outstanding achievement while overcoming great
handicaps to acquire
education.
The years between have been busy ones for Jennie - filled with
home, family, work, caring for others - helping others to help
themselves! Her characteristic optimisim and determination took
shape shortly after she first left school, when she came across a
reading called "The Resolution of a Negro Youth." It spoke of the faith
and purpose of her downtrodden race still proud a nd determined to
achieve, each verse punctuated with the refrain "I'm going to be
somebody, someday." The reading became her inspiration, and
through her, the spark of hope for many others.
1t was while working as a door-to-door saleswoman that Mrs.
Robinson saw the tragedy of self-defeat in her contact with the many
destitute families she met - discouraged people "convinced that the
system had them beat." She wanted to help - but Jennie knew she
needed more education to do so- "you can't help others until you help
yourself." So typically, Jeannie set out to give them the same sense of
hopeand determination that has marked her own life.
In 1959 Mrs. Robinson began attending classes under the GED
program: upon completion, she earned her associate degree at Prairie
State College and gained admission to Governors State University
under the Board of Governors degree program, which grants credit
fot life experience. That experience is both extensive and impressive.
Jennie has worked on a number of federally funded projects serving
the people of her community - project ENABLE, Headstart and, for
the past few years, OEO (now called the Community of Economic
Development Association of Cook Councy). A variety of community
services are offered, including a day care pro~am , inservice
training, enrichment trips for children and adults, coordination of'
agency services and individual needs on referrals. " We try to provide
a different view of life for these people," she says ... "serving others is
the price we pay for the space we occupy on earth.' •
Saturday, May 10, when J ennie collects her Order of Lincoln medal
in Springfield, one might suspect that the real award has in a way,
already been bestowed: the many people whose lives have been
touched, made richer. their horizons broadened by the inspiration of a
woman who just wouldn't be defeated. "I had to put the world
together," Jennie says. And in her own special way, she's doing just
that

an

THE \NORKING CLASS
SOliCITS YOUR ATIENDANCE AT ITS

$.D.CJJnd annual SpAinq CiflaiA
Honoring our Most Recently Promoted Co-Workers
THE RIDGELAND CLUB
7330 SOUTH RIDGELAND AVENUE, CHICAGO, I~UNOIS

SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 1975-9 P.M. UNTIL 3 . A.M.
DONATION: SS.OO PER PERSON

$6.00 AT DOOR

food and Liquid Refreshments Provided
- ENTERTAINMENT WALl EYED JONES- COMIC e MAOKI - EXOTIC DANCER
SWINGING D.J.

THE NEW DIRECTOR of the University Without Walls at GSU is Professor
Robert Press (CCS).
As Press develops the UWW program at GSU, he will also utilize the experience of other already-functioning University Without Walls units.
In addition, he'll be responsible for adapting the goals of UWW to the objectives of Governors State, considering the special cultural, occupational and
situational needs of the GSU community. P ress is university professor of
African studies and international education in CCS. He has received degrees
from Antioch College and New York University.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BESSIE LOWE <HLD) and Paul Cantrell (CCS>will work as legislative aides
in the Illinois General Assembly during the May-June session on $1.000

legislative internship awards. Anthony Wardynsky (EAS> and David Brunner
<BPS) were named alternates.
The Chicago Consortium of Colleges and Universities notified students
recommended for its internship program by saying:
"To those of you who are enrolled in the module on state political processes at
Governors State University -keep up· the good work.
"To others of you - we will be arranging for a suitable orientation very soon.
after formal acceptances into the program and announcements of $1000 awards
for the Springfield portion of the program have been made."
As aides ot legislators, Lowe and Cantrell will obtain practical experience
and the opportunity to do research into legislative processes

.

................................................

MARY LOU CAMPBELL, has been appointed publications editor at Northeastern nlinols University Mrs. Campbell comes to Northeastern from
Governors State University.
She has been a Chicago urban program director and branch public realtions
director for the National Association fpr the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP> and was editor of the Chicago NAACP monthly newsletter when it
won a national award, She also served as associate editor of the Journal of the
:'llationallnsutance Association, and a public relations writer for Charles A.
Davis and Associates. Her publications include ":'llegro Women Judges" and a
brief history of black insurance companies.
.~ rs. Campbell is a graduate of the University oi Illinois and received her
mast P.r's degree in adult education from the University of Chicago.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - Peter Fenner is the new acting dean of the
College of Environmental and Applied Sciences at Governors State University.
He will serve until October 31, 1975, while Dean Ted F. Andrews is on sabbatical leave.
Dr. Fenner came to GSU in 1970, as assistant dean of EAS and university
professor of earth science from Washington, D.C., where he was with the
American Geological institute as executive director of its council on education.
He was also formerly a professor at the University of Pennsylvania .
Author of research articles in geology, he has been a consulting editor for
Appleton-Century-Crofts publishers. He received Ph.D. and masters degress
from University of illinois after graduation from City College oJ New York. He
is a native of Switzerland.

.................................................

HERBERT T. OLIVERA is the latest GSU faculty member to receive his
doctorate. His degree will be conferred by the University of Arizona at its next
commencement.
·
Dr. Olivera is university professor of business administration in the College
or Business a nd Public Service. He received his MA from the University of
Arizona and BS from Kentucky State University.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
.

WEDNESDAY WOMANSWIM, sponsored by. the GSU Womens Studies
Progr am will take place weekly from 7 to 9 PM in the GSU Pool.
The swim is open to all women in the commupity as well as GSU women
students, staff and faculty. Participants should bring a lock for-use on lockers in
the women's locker r oom.
· While there is no official fee donations from participants will be welcomed to
cover expenses for the lifeguard.

For Ticket Information eail: Tim Vernon, President- U onel ~r, Bus. Manager

···············································~······
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Goldberg r~s with students

PSI alii the ltcult
Biofeedback works!
Wires were protruding from
Relating to other studies Mr.
the patient's ankle. They strung
Fernando goes on, "In 1973 two
along the bed to a portable
California doctors did this study
machine. When the machine was
on ten patients who had strokes.
switched on a rumbling
They were wearing shortleg
avalanche of noise poured out of
braces. They did biofeedback for
it as huge irregular lines apthe leg muscles. Do you know
peared on its tiny screen. The
that out of ten patients, nine
patients gave up the braces and
patient, showing tremendous
concentration, wrinkled up her
walked without it. We have a
patient right now who has bad
forehead and began to control her
spasmodic torticollis for two
own muscles in her foot. In a
matter of seconds the young
years. He was about t~ break his
women had mastered the noise so
marriage be had lost his job, hls
house was gone, he had been to
it was no longer audible. The
ragged lines on the machine's
psychiatrists, everywhere you
could think of. After one and a
screen bad formed into a single
half months he's a different
horizontal stripe. I stood there
stunned, thinking to myself,
human being. Today be's 70%
"What potential all of us have to
better, he still has it, I don't know
whether he'll be 100% better but
cure ourselves of practically
we are giving him a portable unit
anything. "
Tension and migraine
to take home and work."
headaches, high blood pressure,
I asked Ms.13eryl White, one of
Mr. Fernando's patients, what
cardiac irregularities, peripheral
vascular diseases, epilepsy,
she thought about biofeedback.
gastric ulcer. asthma, learning
"Close to seven months my foot
problems wilh children, spastics,
was turned completely. It's still
and a long list of others have been
slightly turned but it was comaided by biofeedback.
pletely horizontal. I was walking
Dr. John Basmajian in his
on my ankle, any kind of
neuroanatomy laboratory at
movement brought excruciating
Emory University began
pain . After the first couple
biofeedback in 1952. Today
treatments I noticed an imbiofeedback is being applied in
provement. I' m learning to
institutions throughou.t the
control my muscles, to relax just
country.
by listening and watching. Before
Kumarlal Fernando of the SchI started biofeedback I was very
wab Rehabilitation Hospital and
negative. I didn't think anythlng
teacher of electrotherapy at
could be done about my foot. The
Chicago Medical School is a
machine now shows me when I'm
physical therapist who practices
relaxed . Right away I had
results. I still have some pain but
biofeedback. "The yogis in India,
nowhere near what it was when I
they would do this. I've seen
people perform all these magical
first came here. f've seen 70%
improvement and I've only been
feats . Guys putting spikes
through them, I've seen it as a kid going to him for three weeks now.
I think within a couple more
in my country. You start wondering how they do it. The weeks it's going to be fine. I've
Menninger Foundation got seen o r thopedic surgeons ,
neurologists, neurosurgeons, but
somebody over here from India
and hooked the EE.G into their this is the only thing that's helped
brain-wave patterns. They were me. I have a lot of faith in
biofeedback, the staff here at
. able to control the alpha, beta,
and theta waves at will. The yogis Schwab, and a lot of faitll in
were also able to control their myself now which is most imheartbeat and bloodpressure. So portant."
As I stood and watched the
now what western technology is
trying to do is to get what took electrOJpt.ogram ban$! s_tr:~~~b
yogis fifty years of training. With across the screen I thought to
modern technology we can pick myself, ''It doesn't even have
up a very tiny happening in the side effects like drug therapy."
body, feed it back, show it to the Ms. White looked down and
patient, and then they try and smiled at the electrodes planted
change it. If you ask a patient on her ankle. She seemed to enjoy
how it is changed. he doesn' t curing herself.
know how, but he knows he can do
it."
Science has blown apart the old
myth of an involuntary motor
system. M!>tor learnin.g now
takes place, with the help of
biofeedback, through the person 's OWn con trol of will.
E veryone, r egardless of age.
seems to respond to biofeedback
providjng their pathology isn 't
completely beyond repair. The
GSU WAS RECENTLY awarded a
results of people being able lo supplemental education grant in the
walk out of hospitals and continue
amount of $191,019. according to the
their own cure without the aid of
office of George M. O ' Brien ,
a machine has been a startling
Representative from the 17th District of
80%.
Illinois.
Biofeedback, this exciting field
The program approved by the U.S.
with a whole host of implications
Office of Education provides grants
and applications is discussed by
ranging from $200 to Sl,SOO for needy
Mr. Fernando. " Biofeedback has
undergraduates. It's expected that the
a lot of potential. Scientists are
funds will benefit 276 GSU students.
doing work on the heartrate of
Each grant requires that a student
dogs. They were able to increase
receive an equal amount from one of
the coronary bloodflow by 400%.
the following sources: Institutiona,l,
In a heart attack the bloodflow to
state or private grant aid, Basic
the muscle of the heart is cut off.
educational opportunity grants
Now if we pick people that are
programs, or employment from the
prone to heart attacks and teach
institution, including work-study, and
them biofeedback techniques ...
institu~onalloans.
•. •
"• f
) t
t I' l
!' ' . .\~J I L •
wow. the implica-tiollS'
, •t ~.;: .. . ,;;·r. fl, 'i~ ....
it:~ ~·'1it 1 .?.~!
tremendous."

AT AN INFORMAL MEETING with
students and others in the GSU community Thursday May 1, Arthur J.
Goldberg, former associate U ,_S_,
Supreme Court Justice and ambassador to the UN, answered
questions and commented informally
on issues which face the country today.
After Goldberg had held forth for
some minutes on the UN and its
workings, he was asked if such things
as the UN Charter and the U.S. Constitution were ~ot reall~ irreie:;ant a~(i
whether political power were not what
counted. The questioner cited the example of Justice Douglas who continues
to sit on the court even though he has
been incapacitated since last winter
by a stroke.
Golderberg disagreed. First he addressed himself to the situation of
Justice Douglas. After all, he
remarked, Douglas has been on the
court longer than anyone else. Surely
he is entitled to some sick leave. "You
wouldn' t," be said, "expel a student
from this university for contracting
mononucleosis."
_
Goldberg went on to say that of
course politics exists in the UN, but it is
the UN Charter which actually provides
the United States with great power, the
power of the veto in the Security
Council. He pointed out that the United
States has not always sided with imperialists nor invariably " made
mistakeS" in its actions. During his UN
tenure, the United States supported the
embargo against Rhodesia a few years
back. - He was also asked if our disenchantment with Southeast Asia would
mean that Americans might withdraw
support from Israel. In Goldberg's
opinion, this is not likely for two
reasons. First, Israel, unlike Viet
Nam, has never asked us for troops.
Second, we have truly vital national
interests, "not just sentimental ones,"
in the future of a viable Israel and a
peaceful solution to the Middle-East
conflict.
In commenting on the Burger Court's
record of decisions in the field of
criminal law, Justice Goldberg recalled

with some humor his own involveJllent
in the crucial Danny Escobido decision,
noting that some months after Escobido
has been released in the wake of the
famous Warren Court decision, be was
back in jail, convicted of another crime,
" this time rightfully," Justice Goldberg said.
There is no question, Goldberg
continued, that the Burger Court has
cut back on some decisions of the
Warren Court. However, he said, the
more conservative present-day justices
have not retreated as much as many
feared.
Goldberg held on to his attitude of
cautious optimism in speaking about
the pervasiveness of the militaryindustrial complex to one questioner

l

First of all, observed Goldberg, the
term itself was coined over twenty
years ago by Eisenhower. Then he
noted that the Chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee no longer
holds as much power as in the past. He
did say that it is very difficult to limit
arms build-up because individual
congressmen and senators naturally
fight any move to restrict defenserelated installations in their communities which mean jobs for their
constituents. In Goldberg's view, the
way to fight the encroachment and
power of the military-industrial
complex is to find ways for people to
make a living without preparing for
war.
When asked, as a man "active in
Democratic Party circles" to comment
on the forthcoming presidential race in
1976, Goldberg smilingly (:lenied ever
being an active member of the
Democratic Party, although he admitted voting Democratic in
presidential elections. Goldberg claims
to be basically non-political even
though he served as Secretary of Labor
under and was appointed Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court and
Ambassador to the UN by Democratic
presidents.
Goldberg did observe that we ought to
change our present system of over-long
and overly-expensive presidential
campaigns.
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When DANCE UNLIMITED wu presented at. Governors State
University 011 May 18 u d 11, the American Dance Center featured
solokta lf~t:e. left fo ~t. Kathleea Sims oL P ark Forest, Marilya

-uAai'die:~.it'-~ir~lt~·a'Dd,
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*************************************************************************************
MONDAY, MAY 12

TUESDAY, MAY 13

WEDNESDAY , May 14

THURSDAY, MAY l5

D 0 N' T M I S S

BE SYNERGETIC **

Theology f or Lunch

J 0 Y C E

M 0 R ISH I T A' S
ONE-PERSON SHOW ! !

**Earn credits &
money at one and
the same time.

BROWN-BAG it in
ROOM D' ll20
******************

Her paintings are
on exhibit in CCS
Lounge thru May 31

SEE your College's
COOP- ED
COORDINATOR.

WOMANSWIM from
7 to 9 PM . Bring
lock and donat i on .

.Kathleen Sims '
dance module ***
Self-Awareness
thru Body Movement
**meets at 1 PM
American Dance
Studio .
Richt on Park.

*************************************************************************************
FRIDAY, MAY 16

SATURDAY, MAY 17

SUNDAY, MAY 18

MONDAY, MAY 19

TUESDAY, MAY 20

0 U T
CHE CK
Your Record Collection.
Any
missing LRC records
in the bunch??

TAKE THE DAY OFF

INTERNATIONAL
FOLK DANCE
CONCERT Tonight

+++++++++++++++++++
DON 1 T DO ANYTHING

THINK ABOUT
AUGUST IN I N D I
***
*H L D Workshop

GSU Theater /Kids &

(Just showing up
for class gets
you a gold star. )

----to write that
past- due paper
you owe for the
March/ April
session •.

Student Tickets $1.
Others $2.50 .

TODAY .

~

Call Dr . Saral's
office for details .

Bring those lost
++++++++++++++++
discs home to GSU.
*******************
**************************************************************************************************************
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21

THURSDAY, MAY 22

WEEKLY

GET A LOT OF

WOMANSWIM
1 to 9 PM
*******************
Theology- For-Lunch
Bunch will hear Rev.
Msgr. Gorman critique
humanistic psychology.

R E S T TODAY**
**You'll need to
conserve ENERGY
for Friday and
Saturday. (See
next two boxes )

FRIDAY, MAY 23
SATURDAY, MAY 24
*****************************************
COMMUNICATION & HUMAN SEXUALITY WORKSHOP

SUNDAY, MAY 25

Enrollment restricted to the first 50 applicants. Free to the community. FIND
OUT WHY Dr. Saral, Workshop Coordinator,
says, "Most sex relationships are marred
by lack of spontaneity and honest communication." Call extension 2395 to apply .

FAMILY
SWIM IN
GS U P 0 0 L

Time to COOL OFF

ll:30 to 2 PM.

***************************************************************************************************************

ECOFAIR
Hit of the
week
ECOF AIR managed to pack at least a
week's worth of events into last
Thursday , Friday and Saturday' s
celebration of SURVIVAL WEEK 1975,
Beginning with construction of a
geodesic dome in the center of the Hall
of Governors early last week, GSU
people covered every conceivable topic
of interest to future-oriented students
and others in the community.
Chairpersons Ray Janota, Jim
Laukes and Bill Mayo, backed up by the
sponsors, GSU, the American Society
for Ecological Education and the South
Suburban Environmental Education
Council, set out the goals for the
ECOFAIR as "To inform and involve
people with the problems and practical
possibilities of ecology and planetary
survival based on the essential unity of
nature and humanity."
Thursday's events included seminars
on the Future of National Parks led by
Grant Peterson, Beautifying your
Community (Ed Walrath ) , and
discussions of Solar Energy with John
Martin. Outdoor Education and
Outdoor Living also came under
scrutiny. Special looks at the place of
technology and the use of media in
ecological terms also took place on
Thursday.
Friday saw investigation into a
number of subjects ranging from
exhibits and discussions of dredging
disposal by the US Corps of Engineers
to French Intensive Gardening led by
Sue Carr.
Saturday's activities began at 9 AM
with a seminar on Starting to Plan an
Environmental Facility , a
performance by the Pembroke Choir in
the Gym, and after lunch, a discussion
on Using Bubble Environments.

·-.,

•
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Th-ird-World A Winner
Jean Kalwa
If the new intercultural studies
program envisioned by CCS planners
approaches the well-organized ,
thoughtfully-prepared and beautifully
carried out Third World Studies
Workshop held at GSU on April 26, it
ought to be a howling success.
Except for the execrable acoustics in
the Community Conference Room, the
day went almost without a hitch. Every
detail, from the advance publicity
which brought in a capacity crowd to
the well-planned afternoon seminars,
showed the results of good planning.
Luckily, the morning session, which
took place in the conference room was
videotaped, so we will get a chance to
hear what the speakers had to say
again. The panel was introduced by Dr.
Anthony Yueh-shan Wei of CCS,
Coordinator of the Workshop and it was
moderated by Professor Robert Press,
of CCS.
Dr. N. Kofele-Kale, Professor of
International Politics <BPS) opened the
workshop by discussing "Common
Issues in Third World Studies." He
reviewed various definitions of the
term " third world.'' Many of us think of
the " third world" only in the most
conventional way, that it consists of
countries in Asia, South America,
Africa, etc., es~cially those wbicb ~re
former colonies. Dr. Kofele-Kale's
concluding definition, in which he included persons and communities
everywhere who encounter oppression
and slavery as part of the Third World
~tn.ed•to ltl'atc'~~!l\usihle' ~nd humane

....._~.,.........IJG,IIn1'J tt· ,~ s~..v. ~"£'Mtrih M~ 'il'lf<fl~i!'e:'--r'r.t\

The second speaker, Dr. Victor C.
Uchendu, Dir ector of the African
Studies Center at the University of
Illinois, seemed to differ somewhat in
ap proach with Kofele-Kale . He
preferred to emphasize the tremendous
cultural treasures which are part of the •
third-world heritage rather than the·
political and economic struggles of the
peoples themselves. Looking over the
extensive offerings in the African
Studies brochure which he brought
along from Champaign, it is easy to see
why. He has an extraordinarily complete program under way there.
Unfortunately, it was impossible to
hear Dr. K.S. Sitaram, Professor of
Intercultural Communication at GSU,
who spoke on "Content of Asian Studies
and Career Opportunities" from the
part of the conference room where I
was seated.
.
Dr. Margaret Thornton, Professor
Latin American History at Mundelein,
emphasized the need for learning other
languages as essential for apprehension of cultures other than our
own. She also talked about the great
need for informed journalists to write
about what goes on in other parts of the
world. <The other speakers addressed
themselves mostly to incipient
teachers.) According to Dr. Thornton,
it's still surprising to find numbers of
otherwise educated people who don't
know, for instance, that Portuguese,
not Spanish, is the official language of
Brazil.
After a question and answer session,
the panel and workshop participants

or

met informally in the CCS lounge for
lunch featuring such international
specialties as Chicken·Adobo and fried
rice.
A total of eleven small-group
seminars were offered workshop'
participants during the afternoon.
Seminar subjects reflected the wide
range of issues concerning the "third
world.'' and were conducted by faculty
and other speakers from many
~ciplines. Participants could .choose
between such topics as "Literature &
Commitment: African Perspectives,"
given by Keorapetse Kgositsile,
"Mentality: East and West," hosted byDr Wei, ''Chinese Philosophy and the.
Martial Arts," given by George Hu and
a discussion of " British Colonial
Legacy of Class Structure in the
Caribbean," led by June Whittaker.
The afternoon ended with the showing
of the film "The Hunters," which
depicts incidents in the life of the Bushmen who live in the Kalahari Desert in
Africa.
Probably ~.be. stroagest impression
one could carry away from the Third
World Studies Workshop was the
balanced attitude both spiritual and
mundane matters. There was little
nostalgia for pre-technological
societies. Rather, there seemed to be
emphasis on the idea that appreh£:nding
the holistic premises which inform
third-world cultures can help us in this
society to cope more intelligently with
the technology that alternately delignts
and ~ f.rus.tFAte!i ~i
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POLICY
THE FOLLOWING MEMO gives the
latest information concerning the Sl5
fee charged graduate students and
came from President Engbretson's
office on April 23. Since it represents
official policy affecting all graduate
GSU students, the INNOVATOR is
printing the niemo in full:
In September of 1974 Governors State
University received authority from the
Board of Governors to collect from all
graduate students a $15 fee for testing.
The testing program was to provide
data for "program planning and
diagnostic purposes." Between
September and March two colleges,
Business and Public Service and
Environmental and Applied Sciences,
administered their testing programs
without the fees being collected by the
University al registration. A third
college , Human Learning and
Development, is currently studying an
appropirate manner i:n which to
develop a program in accordance with
the purposes for which Board approval
was given. Cultural Studies has
determined that tests are not needed at
this time for diagnostic purposes or
program planning.
The fee was first assessed . by the
University at registration during the
past March/ April session. The intent
was to charge the fee to all graduate
students in BPS, EAS, and HLD. Since
the announcement of the test fee and its
collection in March, a number of
students and staff have pointed out
some problems with our original. plan,
and a number of changes have been
made:
1. Upon recommendation of the Dean
of the College of Business and Public
Service, the University will no longer
collect the $15 fee from BPS graduate
students The fee was collected to pay
for the GRE or ATGSB tests which are
not and cannot-be administered at GSU
at this time. However, the dean has
approved the collection of the fee with
the understanding that the test could be
given at GSU.
BPS graduate students will still be
required to take either the GRE (for
public service and business education
students) or the ATGSB (for business
administration students). They will
make t heir own individual
arrangements for these tests in the
same way ln which they did prior to this
past March. BPS students who paid $15
to the University and took either the
ATGSB or GRE test through
arrangements made by BPS will be
refunded $3.50. All BPS students who
have paid $15 to the University and
have not yet taken either of the two
tests will be refunded their $15 and will
be expected &o make their own
arrangements to take the tests. This

IJ '
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condition will obtain until such time as
GSU becomes an ETS Test Center for
these instruments.
2. The HLD faculty- and deans have
been studying the appropirate testing
procedures for some time, and
collected the test fee in the
March/ April session. HLD will not
collect the test fee until final plans have
been made regarding a testing
program. All HLD students who have
paid the fee will be refunded their $15.
3. The EAS graduate testing program
was in operation even before the S/ 0
session began. EAS graduate students
have been required to take the EAS
tests for quite some time. Prior to
March of '75 EAS had made special
arrangements through the Business
Office to collect the fees . In
March/ April the only difference for
EAS students was that the University
collected the $15 fee at registration. The
cost to the University for the EAS
testing program is $11 and that is the
fee which will be assessed. This $11 fee
includes $1 for handling and
administrative costs. Students who
have already been assessed the $15 fee
will have $4 refunded to them.
Our intent is to provide test data
which will be helpful to students and
advisors in planning academic
programs as well as gradually
providing institutionally normed data
about our students. We hope to
accomplish this at as little cost to the
student as possible. As colleges and
faculties have expet:fence with different
tests and data, they may determine
that it will be necessary to supplement
tests or even change from time to time
over the years. It is our intent to keep
test fees as low as possible for as long
as possible.
Finally, both the Illinois Board of
Higher Education staff and North
Central Association consultants have
repeatedly told us of the need to develop
normative test data. Part of this we do
through the testing for our evaluation
Macro Model. Part of it we must do
through graduate testing. In order to
accomplish this purpose I request the
Academic and R & I Wings to
cooperatively develop an appropriate
design and plan for approval by this
office which will capitalize upon data
derived from the HLD, BPS and CS
program. Only by these means, through
time, will we be able to satisfy the
needs for information based on
institutional as well as national norms.
Building our own norms will go a long
way toward answering the persistent

smoking m Phase I:
Smoking is prohibited: in laboratories where a fire hazard exists; in (en~ cl~) classrooms, conferen~e rooms, and theatres; in the LRC; in gym~ naSlum~ ha~dball c~ ~ulh-purpose room; swimming pool, locker rooms.
~ .s~okmg JS. pernutted: m commons areas and corridors; in the cafeteria
~ ~g area ; m offic~ those who give their consent. Individual units may
:;11111
tm~e further r~trictions based on consideration of fire safety and/ or
~ mamtenance reqturements.
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scholarly questions of cultural bias.
Students who are eligible for refunds
will receive them through the mail by
May 15. Students who are eligible for
refunds but who do not receive them
should check with the cashier.

A

Best Combo ... Washtenaw
Best Soloist... George Goetschel,
Trumpet and Flugal Horn, Waubonsee
Community College
Best/ Arranger/ Composer. Dan
Pincus , Kishwaukee Community
College
Best Section Leader.. . Thurman
Turner, Drums, Kennedy king
Many thanks to the participants
which help make this festival an annual
success. Congratulations, winners!

TIME TO BEGIN
AGAIN
A COMBINATION OF artistries were
employed by creator-director Stan
Schapiro fot his inspiring showing of
" Beginnings." Stan began with solemn
cathedral-styled music, asking the
participants to relax on the carpeted
floor and feel whatever it was that was
happening within each of them. He then
proceeded to flick slides of poetry and
pictures on the Multi-Media Dome wall
while the music evolved into excerpts of
Erick Satie's " Gymnopidaes." After
the slides were shown, the viewers were:
invited to participate in a rap session.
In each of us special feelings .Y~ere
evoked and, thus, we aired them. As we
shared our feelings, thoughts, and
perceptions some of us noted that our
innermost secrets were similar to

~ Th~ foll~wing Policy on Smoking Regulations was adopted last fall to regulate ~
~

Best Big Band ... Kennedy-King Band

/
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The winners of the fourth annual
Junior College Jazz Festival which was
held recently at GSU are:
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others in the group. A few persons
observed that they had brought with
them certain feelings that had not
changed or been altered by the viewing.
Others remarked that they came into
the Dome hoping to seek inner peace
and tranquility and that_ they had
achieved this and that this was
" Beginnings."
And throughout the showing the
thought, "Will it matter that I was? "
kept flowing though my mind as I
reminisced about people I had had
meaningful interactions with in the past
while viewing the faces of people on the
screen and interposing these faces with
those of my past. My answer: Yes, ·itwill matter that I was if I make my life
meaningful to me and maybe this too is
" Beginnings."
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UNIVERSITY
ASSEMBLY MEETS
JeanKillW!!
ENLIVENING AN otherwise routine
meeting of the University Assembly on
April 24 was a question from studentrepresentative Dottie Thorsen (BPS)
concerning a report that the university
wa s charging a $2 fee for preparing
credit trallSCripts when this service bad
previously been free.
Apparently the policy had been put
into effect without prior approval of the
Board of Governors, nor had the
University Assembly been either
consulted or notified. What disturbed
members of the Assembly was the
possibility that students might have
transcripts held up by A & R because
they hadn't been notified that the fee
would be charged.
What seems to have brought about
the new policy was an incident in which
a student requested transcripts to be
sent to 25 different institutions.
Dave Curtis, executive assistant to
President Engbretson, was on hand at
the meeting and attempted to answer
questions concerning the fee. According to Curtis, the clerical costs per
transcript range from S1 .50 to $6.00
each.
The Assembly moved to request the
administration to cease and desist
charging the fee unitl Board of
Governors approval was granted and
••

until the matter could be studied further by the assembly.
In the wake of this action came the
following memo dated 4/ '113/ 75, from
President Engbretson addressed to
Mary Endres and Tom Layzell. with
copies to Daniel Bernd, David Curtis,
Vrrginio Piucci, Mary Ella Robertson,
The INNOVATOR and FAZE 1:
" We expect to receive Board approval for a transcript fee on May 9.
ConsequenUy, until May 12 requests for
transcripts will be honored and no fee
will be charged. Commencing May 12 a
fee of $2 will be collected for each
transcript. Each student will be entitled
to two ( 2} transcripts at no charge.
"You should take steps immediately
to notify students of the fees which will
commence on May 12. I suggest
memoranda to student assistant deans,
signs, and announcements in FAZE I
and the INNOVATOR."
In response to the above memo,
Bernard Bush: Assistant Director, of
Records and Registration, bas announced that bis office will comply and
also tha t students who have paid for
transcripts prior to this notification will
be given credit in the form of an additional free transcripl He advises
students with questions on the new fee
policy to call the Office of Records,
extension 2165.

UCLA CONDUCTING
MARIJUANA RESEARCH
(CPS> A STUDENT on the third floor
of UCLA's Neuro-Psychiatric Institute
sits smoking a joint in a room with
piped-in music and dim lights, while a
nurse watches to insure that he smokes
the entire cigarette.
The two are part of a study that is
providing definitive research on
maijuana.
The students involved in the program
remain on the floor for almost 90 days
and receive $25 a day for their "work."
Apart from smoking the joints, their
schedule includes participating in
var ious tests, being scrutinized by
brainwave equipment, pressing a
plethora of significant buttons and
taking part in interviews.
Phillis Lessin, an anthropologist who
helped guide the study, noted ,

(l.P. >-AN AGREEMENT signed
between Southern lllinois University
and the Bangia Academy in Dacca,
Bangladesh, makes SIU the only
educational institution in the world
w hich has been successful in
negotiating a cultural exchange
program with any Bangladesh
educational or cultural institution.
Basil Hedriek, STU dean of international education who negotiated

0

"we've pretty well disproved the old
notion that marijuana produces a
"reverse tolerance." This is the idea
that Jess and less marijuana is required
by the experienced smoker before he
gets high.
What the NPI study found is that
marijuana produces real tolerance.
The smoker gradua lly becomes immune to the effects of grass if it is used
on a daily basis.
Dr. Sidney Cohen, a psychiatrist ~tb
the NPI program, further reported, "A
lot of cops believe grass dilates the
pupils of the eyes when, in fact, if a
suspect' s pupils are dilated. it' s
probably because of anxiety.
" As for the notion that pot excites
sexual desire, well we found that -like
alcohol - it's sexually debilitating."

the agreement, under auspices of the
U.S. Department of State, said the
Patrice Lumumba University in
Moscow previously had tried unsuccessfully to negotiate a similar pact
with Bangia Academy, the national
academy for Bangladesh.
Grounds for this agreement were
established by Arthur L. Casebeer,
higher education associate professor
and former head of SIU's International
Student Services Hedric.k said.

VERMEER
TO RETURN
TOGSU

'' vt:AH, 1: k~OW WHA1"1YOU MEAt.J ...•.. PfoPI...E DON'T SEEM -ro t:UU..Y APP~EQAIE. -rue
~At-JIASTIC. BARGAINS
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Journalism and Psychology Job Opportunities Slim
<CPS >-Colleges will vastly
oversupply certain professions with
qualified workers during the next 10
years, a Labor De~rtment study has
predicted.
The result, the department said, will
be lhat graduateswiU have to settle for
jobs previously held by individuals with
less than four years of college.
"Problems for college graduates will
more likely be employment below the
level of skill for which they were
trained, resulting in job dissatisfaction
and high occupational mobility, rather
than unemployment," a department
spokesperson said.
Between now and 1985, the study
projected, job ope.n ings appear good in
the airline industry, health services,
accounting, banking and clerical work. College and university output
appears excessive, however, for
chemists, food scientists, geologists,
historians, lawyers, life scientists,
meteorologists,
oceanogr.11!lhers.
physicists, polilicaJ scientists and
teachers.

Opportunities are particularly slim in
journalism and psychology , the
department found.
Although only 2600 jobs are likely to
open up each year for newspaper
reporters, colleges have reported an
annual output of 5114 undergraduate

degrees in journalism, 843 masters
degrees and 15 doctoral degrees.
The oversupply is worse in
psychology where it is projected that
the supply of workers will be 10 times
greater than the annual need.

ON THE _ HEELS of the very
successful first Performing Arts Series
which culminated in the concert
performance of La Boheme April rr,
comes announcement of a second series
projected for next fall by chairpersons
Dan Youngdahl and Shirley Brussel.
The first series included
perfo~ by the Vermeer Quartet.
tbeChica_goCbildrens Choir, the Windy
City Wind Ensemble, Abraham
Stokman, the Chicago Brass Ensemble
and soloists from the Baroque
Orchestra.
The final program in· the series
featured soloists from the Opera School
of Chicago in Puccini's opera. The
orchestra, directed by Herbert Bandt,
included members of the Lyric Opera
Orchestra and was augmented by GSU
students and faculty members Warrick
Carter and Bethe Hagens. Hagens, who
has been described as " our fiddling
anthropologist," was concertmistress
for the performance. Also appearing ·
was the GSU Chorale under the
direction of Dan Youngdabl and the
Children's Chorus from Sauk Trail
school in Park Forest.
Next year's series will open with·a
return engagement by the Vermeer
Quartet and season tickets for five
concerts will be $15 ($10 for students).
More information is available from
Marilyn Miller (CCS> at extension 2458.

ALTERNATIVE'S HALFWAY HOUSE
is looking for someone in search
of a home will be
nurtwing and committed and
looking for the same.
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PUBLIC
RELATIONS /
PU _BLIC
INFORMATION ASSOCIATE . B .A.
or B.S. , preferably with
public relations or journalism
major. Prefer experience in
media field or public relations.
Excellent writing skills.

CO-OP INFORMER
Recruitment date:
MAY 21, 1975
Nationwide Insurance will be
recruiting sales people. The
salary offered is up to $300 per
week plus bonuses. You must own
a car for this position. The time is
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. See Sandy Conely
In the Main Cooperative
Education office for an
appointment.
Check with Jack Wysong if
you're Interested in working in a
Community College.
Also, as new jobs come in, they
will be posted on our new Bulletin
Boards which are now set up.
Please check them for Part-time,
Permanent, and Co-op Jobs as
they change daily.
The Wisconsin State Civil
Service Job list is now in.

A-44-BC
COMPUTER
OPERATORJUNIOR. Two years experience
on Systems 3, Model 10. Applied
experience in financial
applications preferred. Desirable
to nave experience as keypunch
operator in IBM 5496.

M-8-SC
ENGLISH
TEACHER.
Completed B.A. 11 hours per
week. Flexible, $8/ hr. Not
necessary to be certified.

M-3-BC
POLICE - FIRE OFFICER .
Three openings. Dual duties call
for someone adept at both Police
& Fire work. Beginning salary is
$1,040/ month. Must be between
ages of 21 and 35.

M -7-SC
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING
M-5-SC
positions (probable) English, M -2-CT
TEACHERS, one- - jr. high
Physical Ed., French, Business
WORK IN GSU DAY CARE reading teacher, one music
and Coaching.
CENTER. Up to 20 hrs per week. teacher.
Can be used as Co-op work -study.
A-34-SC
Also internship for early M -4-SC
COMMUNITY
YOUTH childhood education.
ACCOUNTING
CLERK
WORKER
(paraproTYPIST - requires general
fessional) Two years of M -1-SC
bookkeeping knowledge and type
college or equivalent experience,
TEACHING POSITIONS. K-12 a minimum of 40-50 wpm. $600at least two years working with Counselor· of Gifted Students, K- $650.
youth.
12 Attendance Counselor, H .S.
EMH Teacher, H.S. Chemistry
A-41-JW
Te"acher
w/ coaching, H . S.
STUDE NT
PERSONNEL
Speech & English Teacher,
ASSISTANT. Two yrs college or
Elementary School EMH
equivalent, prefer experience In
Teacher.
community college. Immediate

A-43-BC
WORD
PROCESSING
SECRETARY. Type 65 wpm,
shorthand 90-100 wpm. Two yrs.
typing experience, knowledge of
various formats. excellent
speller , trained on MCST, opening.
overtime if necessary .

The Department of
Communications needs three
workstudy students, two to work
at the student Information booth,
and one student to work in
Communications. See Susan
Woodham, ext. 2464.
Salary negotiabfe.

FOR SALE: 1970 OLOS Cutlass,
automatic . air cond ., power
steering and brakes. radio &
heater. 5895. Call 754-0482.
FOR SALE : 1970 PONTIAC
Exec u ttv e Wagon . Power
steering & brakes. air cond.,
green with paneling-excellent
condition. Call Gail at x2314
before 5. 51400.
FOR SALE : 1968 PONTIAC
Tempest Custom H.T. Power
steering & brakes. Very good
shape. body & engine. New tires,
shocks, paint, etc. Must see to
appreciate. Asking 5790. Call 4487024.

FOR PEOPLE who simply wan!
to share their expertise and
enthusiasm. A vast cata log of
people who think they can learn.
Every topic you can t hink of and
many you can 't. Call Valerie
Tabak ICC.

CO-OP CODE
How to read the Magic Numbers
appearing at the beginning of ea~ Job Description.

Jl.' . .
~· --

JOB H N - 12 -BC

Now that you know how to read the Magic Nl!mbers, here's wha
you do next .. Cut out the job description and take it to the
coordinator res ponsible for that

posrtion.

FOR SALE: 1971 KAWASAKI 250
S-1. Mint condition. Low mileage.
S600 or best offer. Call 748-2075.
FOR SALE : Moving to Australia
and will sell my HONDA 450 with
its $200 in extra equipment for
51100 or best offer even though it
cost 51700 one year ago. Eltc.
condition and always babied on
the road . Call 748-2075.

Wanted : 4-door family car, full
site . Will accept stat ion wagon.
Call 480-6786 or ext. 2358.
For Sa le: Made in Japan but
almost virgin nevertheless 1971
Kawasaki 250 cc. Seldom ridden,
but has been pushed 3100 miles.
Runs beautifully, looks great,
gets 50-60 mpg. Will sell for S500
to oriental buff. 748-2075.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
ROOM NUMBERS & TELEPHONE NUMBERS
PHONE
,.
ROOM

AREA
Central
BC- Burt Collins
JW-Jack Wysong

2164/ 2163
2164/ 2163

D-1205
D-1206

BPS
RK-Robert Kelley
MR-Marshall Reavis

2276/ 2277
2276/2277

D-3324
D-3326

ccs

FOR SALE: 1973 SUZUKI 'GT
750cc Motorcycle. Full Fairing,
water cooled, low miles, like new.
Disc brakes, F & R, new battery.
Asking 51650. Call 448-7024.

WILL CARE FOR CHILD in my
home ( Park Forest South) Mon-Fri. Da ys only. Experienced,
reasonable. Call 534-5783.

MONTH ( November)
JOB 1.0 . H
(12)
COORDINATOR (Burt Collins)

TH -Tom Haugsby

2459

B-2314

EAS
LF-Leon Fennoy
RH-Russell Holl ister

2494
2489

A-1120
A-1121

HLO
CT-Carlyn Talbott

2212

C-3607

M-6·-JW
TEACHING
POSITIONS,
college level. Music, Social
Science, Physical Ed., Nursing
Ed., Art, Economist, located in
Missouri.

FOR SALE: 1973 Maverick
Grabber. 302 VB. Auto trans.
Power Steering. Ziebarted. Low
Miles, 18 MPG. orig. owner. mint
co nd . runs perfectly . MUST
SELL. 7SS-5557.
FREE : POOR, ABUSED ,
KITTY-KAT. needs a good home
and love. PBS MAILBOX 501 or
Call 815-469-3551 Frankfort.
GREAT DANE PUPS. FAWN &
BLACK. Females. Call 331-1802.
APARTMENT : Will share deluxe
2-BR apartment. Matteson. Call
747-0258 after S PM.

Apartment to sublet : 1 bedroom
efficiency apartment in Oak
Forest. 20 minutes from GSU via
Route so or I 57. Paid utilities.
Will sublet for the months of May
& June for $155.00/ m·mth plus
security deposit. f'c.rtially furnished and ca ·
ed. Idea l for
single person. Call687-5647 after 8
p.m.

1968 OLOS FOR SA:LE. S250.
Oelmo~f88. Good transportation.
Call Mike. 815-469-5454 or 312-85671 90.
FOR SALE : 1972 PL '!!:MOUTH
F URY Ill. 2-dr., PB, PS AMI FM / AC. Exc. condition. Best offer
Call 748-3331 after 6:30 PM.
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